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Lolly
Lolly is a very bright and kind girl on 
Planet Pink.

She is part of Princess Zeeba 
Kindness Ambassador Program.

Lolly is also part of the Universe 
Astronaut Program.

Lolly studies hard and takes pride in 
her growing heart ears by doing kind 
things every day. 



Molly
Molly is Lolly and Jolly’s best friend. 
She is so proud of her bright green 
hair. Molly is happy when she is 
Interning with Princess Zeeba and 
learning about Earth Space Science. 
Molly works hard to grow her heart 
ears with her sense of humor, helping 
others and working at the Galaxy 
Mall bringing smiles to the faces of 
the shoppers.



Zolly
Zolly has bright blue hair and is an 
usher at the Meteor Movie Theater 
and enjoys saying kind things to 
everyone while she is seating 
them. Zolly loves animals and also 
volunteers at the Planet Pink Zoo. 
You can find Zolly at the Zoo every 
day feeding the animals and helping 
everyone she can. Zolly grows her 
Heart Ears by kind actions every day. 
Zolly is studying to be a veterinarian. 



Jolly
Jolly is a fashionista and a singer. 
She is also a Planet Pink DJ and 
is signed to Kindness Records on 
Planet Pink. Her songs make people 
happy and that is how Jolly grows her 
Heart Ears. Jolly is also a Scientist 
in training and Captain of the Planet 
Pink Astronaut Training Program.



Princess 
Zeeba
Princess Zeeba is the President of 
Planet Pink and monitors kindness 
in the Universe. Princess Zeeba is 
a renowned Scientist, Astronaut 
and Aero Space Engineer. She is the 
founder of the Planet Pink Fountain 
of Learning and the Planet Pink Space 
Master Control Center. Princess 
Zeeba was dropped onto Planet Pink 
as a baby and made her own way as 
an orphan. 



Pretty 
In Pink
He  is an adorable lovable pink pup 
who is the pet of Princess Zeeba and 
enjoys running around all the Planet 
Pink Parks as well as being in the 
Master Control Room with Princess 
Zeeba and Tickled Pink the Cat. 



Tickled
Pink
Tickled Pink is the beautiful Pink 
kitten who is the best friend of the 
puppy, Pretty in Pink. Tickled Pink 
is also Princess Zeeba’s pet and she 
enjoys getting into mischievous 
adventures with Pretty in Pink the 
pup. 



Rosa, the Pink Frog is a Latin pop 
singer and dancer.

Rosa



King 
Kindness
King Kindness is the king of Planet 
Pink, but his mission is not to rule 
but to lead kindness workshops and 
show examples of kind acts and how 
they can make everything better for 
everyone.



Prince
Heartfelt
Prince Heartfelt is King Kindness’s 
son and he is just like his dad. 

He wears his big loving heart on his 
sleeve. Prince Heartfelt has a big 
crush on Princess Zeeba. Everyone 
on Planet Pink knows it, but her. 



Galaxy 
Mall

Galaxy Mall is the main shopping 
destination on Planet Pink.

Galaxy Mall has “out of this world” 
shopping and everyone in the 
universe goes to Galaxy Mall.  



Pink 
Castle
Planet Pink Castle is a beautiful pink 
castle on Planet Pink built centuries 
ago. Prince Heartfelt turned it into a 
Hospital and a Children’s Day Care 
Center, many years ago.

 King Kindness and Princess Zeeba 
volunteer there on the weekends. 

Planet Pink Castle is a famous 
landmark of Planet Pink. 



Meteor
Movie 
Theater

Meteor Movie Theater is a LIVE 
venue as well as a movie theater with 
great entertainment for everyone on 
Planet Pink. 



Pink
Zoo

Planet Pink Zoo is a magical animal kingdom 
on Planet Pink.

Everyday Planet Pink Zoo celebrates new 
animals. 

Planet Pink Zoo also recues animals in the 
Universe who are forgotten or homeless. 



Space 
Master 
Conrol

Space Master Control is Princess 
Zeeba’s Universal Control Center 
where she can monitor kindness 
levels.



Pink 
Spaceship

Planet Pink Spaceship is a beautiful 
pink Spaceship that the Planet Pink 
Kindness Ambassadors travel in.



Vortex
VORTEX is a sad villain who tries to 
pull the kindness out of people like a 
vacuum; Princess Zeeba believes if he 
only felt how good kindness can feel, 
he will change his ways.    



Vorticity
VORTICITY forceful leading member 
of the vortex gang who moves in a fluid 
spinning motion. 

Vorticity is a pseudo vector field and 
curls and rotates to the flow velocity



Candela
Candela is a funny, little, bright, 
pink elephant; his mom named him 
Candela because he lights up the 
room with his personality like a 
candle in the night. 



Bellisimo
Bellissimo is a shy loveable pink pony 
with blue hair who is Gia Sophia’s pet. 



Ballare
Ballare is the famous dancing Bird of 
Planet Pink! Ballare means “to dance” 
in Italian. Ballare the Bird is always 
dancing to express his kindness to 
others.



Gia Sophia
Gia Sophia is the prettiest penguin and 
the only pink penguin in the universe! 

Gia does many kind things for everyone 
who feels different. 



Romeo
Romeo is a funny, lovable, and 
daredevil Space Panther Pilot.

He is also a talented Jazz Dancer who 
shows kindness by his Universal Top 
Rescue Missions.   



Vivaldi
Vivaldi is a brilliant Science Professor 
and conducts classical music concerts 
on Planet Pink and throughout the 
Universe. 



Giovanni
Giovonni the Giraffe is the star of the 
Planet Pink Zoo! He volunteers at 
the Zoo every day to help with all the 
Planet Pink Zoo Animals, making sure 
they are all happy and healthy. 



Cyber Grl
Cyber Grl is a Superhero whose 
adventures include fighting Cyborg 
along with anti-bullying, throughout the 
Universe. She travels through time in 
Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality 
and uses matter to transform her 
identity. 



Colorina
ColorIna brings color to our world 
and uses light wave particles as her 
superpower.



Meta
Verse
Meta Verse uses poems and his sharp 
wit to write music to create universal 
harmony and peace. 



Lan
LAN thrives developing his local area 
network.



Cycloid
Cycloid uses his powers to curve in the 
center of gravity. 



Nettie
Nettie’ is a motivational and 
inspirational leader and a NASA 
Scientist.


